
New Methods on Old Castles: Generating
ew Ways ofSeeing

By JAMES R. MATHIEU

THE USE of ntw methods on old caslks gtntratt.l ntw zooys of seting and ltads if) nnv
inJerprtlalums. Thru types ofana!ysu aft dnnonstraud onJOur late '3fh-unlury castwfrom
North Wales. Feature AnalYsis mooives the use ofa decirion~trtt 10 htlp in Ihe dtlermina/ion of
room Junetron. Accus Ana!Jsis uia (Ucus diagrams is used IlJ understand the functional
organi.{,ation of rooms wilhin t(Uk castle. Fmally, a Comparativt Ana!Jsis employing aeun
diagrams, p/.Qns, a table and a cumulative graph is performed to nolt daJtlopmental trends in the
castle designs, t/) dtltcl diJItrtnces between the castles, and to itad to new inlnprtlalions or ntw
working hypotheses.

In academic research it is often useful, interesting and provocative to
reconsider old data sels through the lens of new theories and methods. When new
approaches arc employed they often can 'generate new ways of seeing' which can
suggest new interpretations, answer old questions, suggest new ones, and even
challenge the basic assumptions ofprevious research. 1 This study will employ 'new'
methods on an 'old' data set - medieval castles. The new methods, each ofwhich
will be discussed in more detail below, are 'new' with respect to the data set upon
which they will be applied. In other words, they have been employed to a greater
or lesser extent on other archaeological data, but in general, have not been used on
medieval castles.2 These new methods will be used within one of the following
analytical frameworks:

I. F~ature Anarysis: This analysis will use a decision-tree to determine the likely
function of rooms or spaces within the four castles that form the subject of
this research;

2. Acc~ssAnarysis: This analysis will use access diagrams, in conjunction with the
results from the Fealure Analysis, to understand the defensive and residential
organization of the castles;

J G. Fairclough, 'Meaningful COlllilructionl- spalial and functional analysis of medieval buildings', Anlif;"i!J, 66
(1??,2), 348-66, p. 355.

rhe single exeeption is Accc$S Analysis which has been used on a few clUlles: Fairclough, op. Cil. in oo!e I; P. A.
SatlJeberger, 'A review of methods for the lipatial analyiiu of buildings: a case: study ofcutles of the late medieval
period of England and Wales', unpublilihed ~I.A. dissertation, Unh·enity ofVork (1990).
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3. ComparaJivt Anagsis: This analysis will use a table, a cumulative graph, and
the access diagrams to delineate differences in the percentage of functional
spaces between casLies. This final analysis will be used to note developmental
constants and trends in the casLie designs and to detect differences between
the casLies as they were planned and the castles as they were actually built
and used.

THE DATASET

The data set chosen for this study consists of the four royal cast..les built by the
English king, Edward I (1272-13°7), in orth Wales - Conwy CasLle, Gwynedd
(Caernarfonshire), Harlech Castle, Gwynedd (Merioneth), Caernarfon CasLle,
Gwynedd (Caernarfonshire) and Beaumaris Castle, Anglesey (see Fig. 1 for the
location of the castles and Figs. 2-5 for the ground Aoor plans of these castles).
These casl1es were begun in 1283 (1295 for Beaumaris) during the conclusion of
Edward's second war with the Welsh and were intended to consolidate his conquest
ofWales. As such, they were constructed as formidable fortresses intended to act as
the centres of Edward's new administration in Wales. They were also intended to
serve as residences, on a permanent basis for the King's officials (including the
castles' constables and theJusticiar of North Wales), and on occasion for the King
(and/or Prince ofWales) and his retinue. Two ofthem, Caernarfon and Beaumaris,
were left unfinished in the 14th century, most likely as a result of financial and
political troubles.' From an architectural point of view. they have been seen both
as the culmination of the development of military (and administrative) structures
in Britain over the previous twO centuries and as a late 13th-century beginning to
the later medieval emphasis on the social function ofcast..les.4

These four castles were chosen for three main reasons. The first is that they
are sufficienLly preserved to be analysed by Feature Analysis and Access Analysis:~

Second, their construction is well documented, including particulars about the
workforce, cost and sequence ofconstruction.6 Third, they were chosen because all
four were designed and at least partially constructed under the supervision of the
same man, Master James of St George, a Savoyard master mason employed by

, The Royal Commission on Ancient and Historical r..lonumenls in Wales and MonmOUlhshin:, An Inl!tntory ofthe
Ancient Monuments in ClJt17lolWnJhirt: Volume Ill: WnL" The umtrifofIJqn (London, 1964), cxx.

• N.]. G. Pounds, The Mrditl/QI Castlt in f},giand and WaIn: a Sacial and Political History (Cambridge, 1990), IIp. 6,
185; D.J. Turner, 'BOOiam, SUIISCX: true castle or old soldier's dream house?', 267-77 in W. Ormrod (ed.), Entumd
ill tJu NurtMiIk Century (Woodbridge, 19l!6), p. 276.

l Though two of the castle, (Ikaumaris and Caemarfon) were never finished, many structural clues survive lhal
allow researchers to reconstruct their intended comillete plan. For an explanat>on of each 'completed' element in
lhe intended plans ofBeaumaris and Caernarfon see]. R. !I,lathieu, vrhe use of space in four Edwardian caslles',
unpublished MA disscnation, University ofYork (1994~

• Sec e'pecially J. G. Edwards, 'Edward 1', castle-building in Wale,', Prot. Bril. AelMi., 32 (1946), 15-81; A. J.
Taylor, 'The date ofCaemar....on castle', AIIliqltig, 26 (1952), 75-34; A.J. Taylor, 'Castle-building in Wales in (he
laler thinunth cenlury: the prelude to construction', 104-33 in E. M.Jope (<<I.), Sbulia Dr&~ HiJk/f;1: EsJiIp Dr
ilLrDgroiliM '.!lJIt IVMt '.!B. 11. Sl]. O;Ntil (London, 191>1); A.J. Taylor, 'The kin.i"" works in \\ak:s 1'277-13~0',

337-408 in H. M. CoWin, R. A. Brown, and AJ. Taylor (eo:is.), TTtt Hisk/f;1'.!lJIt C",&,'J 11Mb I~ J: TTtt MiiJlt
~ (London, 1963).
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FIG. 11

Conwy Castle - ground floor plan. Digitit.tdfiQm RCAHlIf (/956), Crown ,opyright.

Edward I from [278. 7 Because the designer of the castles was the same individual,
differences between the castles are more likely to reflect developmental trends (if
not of castle-building in general, then at leasl in castlc·designing by a masler)
ralher than stylistic differences between castle builders.

THE SEQUENCE OF CASTLE PLANNING

In order to study the developmental trends in the four castles (as will be done
later in this study), it was necessary to determine the sequence of their planning.
Lacking any direct evidence of this, their sequence of construction was used to
suggest the order in which they were probably planned. The sequence of
construction for the four castles was as follows:

Conwy Castle begun in March 1283.8
Harlech Castle begun in May/June 1283.9
Caernarfon Castle begun inJune 1283.10
Harlech Castle's eaSlern half mostly finished by 1284, completely finished by
1287. 11

1 A.J. Taylor, 'MasterJames ofSt. George', Eng. Hist. &1)., 65 ('950), 433-57; A.J. Taylor, 'Harlech castle: the
dating of the outer enclosure', J. MmQ~tth Hisl. &c 501:., ' ('9j'), 1101!-03; Taylor (lg51!), op. cit. in note 6; A. J.
Taylor, 'The castle ofSI. Georgcs·O'f:Speranche', A~tlq.J., 33 (1953), 33-47; Taylor (,g63), op. cit. in note 6; A.J.
Taylor, 'Caernarvon castle and town walls', ArcnlUOl.]., 131! (1975), 1!87-8g; A. J. Taylor, 'Castle-building in
Ihirteen(h-century Wales and Savoy', Prrx. Bn·/. Acad., 63 (1977), 1!65-92.

8 Edwards, op. cit. in nOle 6, 38.
9 Taylor (lg63), op. cit. in note 6, 357.

'0 Edwards, op. cit. in note 6, 43; Taylor (I g63), op. cit. in note 6, 37j.
" Taylor (lg63), op. cit. in note 6, 360.
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Caernarfon Castle's Eagle Tower's first three floors nearing completion in
1285.12
COllwy Castle finished in 1287.13
Caernarfon Castle's southern halfmostly finished by 1287.14
Harlech Castle's western towers finished in 1289 - Harlech Castle finished. I~

" Taylor (1963), op. cit. in nO(c 6, 375·
" Ed ards. op. cil. in nO(c 6, 38.
I< F.d rds, <>p. cil. in I10IC 6. 4$ Taylor{l951), op. cil. in I>OIC 6.
u Ta)·1or (19b3), op. eiL in noIe 6, pp. 361,36:1.
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Cacrnarfon Castle - ground Roor plan. DigitiztdjrQm RCAHM (/¢o), CtQWR (opyrighl.

postem

Queen's Tower

Beaumaris Castle begun in 1295.16

Caernarfon Castle's northern half begun in 1295- 17

Beaumaris Castle left unfinished in the 14th century. 18

Caernarfon Castle left unfinished in the 14th century. 19

By considering in particular when each castle was begun, it is likely that the
castles were planned in the following order: Conwy, Harlech, Caernarfon and
Beaumaris. For this reason, the castles will be studied for developmental trends in
this sequence.

DATA COLLECTION AND ORGANIZATION

The data collected for this study was that which was both readily accessible
and amenable to Feature Analysis and Access Analysis. This included (I) the inter
accessibility of spaces to each other, (2) the number and location of fireplaces,
ovens, doors, stairs, windows and garderobes (latrines), and (3) the size and
exposure ofwindows.

16 Edwards, op. cit. in note 6, ~9.

11 Taylor {t96Sl, op. cit. in note 6, 378.
18 Edwards, op. dt. in note 6, So; Taylor (t963),OP. cit. in note 6, 405.
19 Edwards, op. dt. in note 6; Taylor (t963), op. cit. in nOte 6.
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This information was colleeled for each castle from plans and descriptions in
(I) Royal Commission volumes, (2) CADW' Welsh Historic Monuments guide books, and
(3) The History tifthe King's Works, and finally from personal visits to each castle. :.W

The information about the inter-accessibility of spaces was organized in an
access diagram (see the section below on Access Analysis for a description of this).
The information on the various features found in a given room was organized into
two databases; one pertaining to attributes of specific features within a room (the
l;eature database) and one pertaining to attributes of specific rooms (the Room
database).

FEATURE ANALYSIS

The first approach used on the four castles was Feature Analysis. The purpose
of Feature Analysis is to determine the function of each room in each castle based
on the features it contains. The main assumption here is that the 'internal
arrangements ofa castle reflect the functions which it was intended to serve'.:?l In
other words, qualitative features, such as fireplaces and windows, provide access to
certain amenities or resources. Differential access to these amenities or resources
can be used to distinguish different functional room types. By identifying a number
of amenities or resources (e.g. access to heat, garderobes, good lighting, light
exposure, privacy, and depth) and assigning a value to each, an attempt can be
made to delineate the resources available to each room.

By deducing what sort of resources would be necessary for the efficient
functioning of a room type (e.g. ovens for a kitchen, fireplace(s) for a hall, etc.), a
list of expected resources was generated for each functional room type (see
Table I). Based on this list of expected resources, a number of (yes/no) questions
were developed to assess whether a given room met the criteria (e.g. Is the lighting
good?, Is there a heat source present?, etc.). These questions were then transformed
into a decision-tree that would allow a functional designation to be given to a room
(sec F;g. 6).

This decision-tree was developed independent of the literature on decision
trees as employed in archaeology and on artificial intelligence.2\? However, there
are a number ofsimilarities between my approach and this literature, including the
use of binary questions resulting in bifurcating choices and the face that positive

20 Th(O Royal Commission on An(Oi(Ol1I and Historical Monumenu in Waks and Monmouthshir(O, An InlJOj/(Jry rif/he
Anti"", JlJonuml!Tll$ in Anglesi)' (London, 1937 (1960 reprint)); Th(O Royal Commission on AnciClll and Historical
Monumenu in Wales and ~lonmOUlhshir(O,An Invm/(Jry riftlu AncUnt JlJonumm/s in CrurnarotmJ,ire: Vq/ume I: rAIt· The
Centre rifAr/lecku:edd and Ille Cqmmq/e qfGreudtf)'n (London, (956); Th(O Royal Commission on Ancient and Historical
Monuments in Wales and l\'lonmOUlhshire, An Invm/fJlY rif /ht AneUnI Monumenl.$ in Gannanlf.lllSllirt: Vq/ume If: Cenlral:
The GantrifrifArfqn and Iiu Gommq/e rifEijiqnydd (London, 1960); RCAHM, op. cil. in note 4; AJ. Taylor, &aumoris
Casl/d3rd edn., Cardiff, 1988a); A.J. Taylor, Harle(k Castk (3rd (Odn., Cardiff, 1988b); A.J. Taylor, GtmlllJ Castu and
Town Wa/if (3rd cdn., Cardiff, (990); AJ. Taylor, Gannarfon Caslle and Town IVo/if (3rd edn., Cardiff, 1993); Taylor
(1963), op. cit. in nOl(O 6.
~I Pounds, Oil. cit. in nOle 4,185; P. A Faulkner, 'Casde planning in the fourleenth century', Arck(l((/I.]., I~O

(t~63), 215-35, pp. 2~3-24; Fairdough, op. cit. in note I, 355.
~ A. Marshall and G. J\brshall, 'A decision·tree approach to the interprctation of archaeological data', Anliq.]'

74 (1994), I-I I; R. Quinlan, 'Induction ofdecision lrees', MlUkint LearnlTl8' 1(t g.86), 81-106.
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TABLE I

123

THE NECESSARY, PROBABLE AND DEAD-GIVEAWAY CRITERIA USED TO DETER~.jJNETHE
FUNCTIONAL ROOM TYPES

Criteria in italics were not used in this study. Hall/bedrooms are a compromise room type between halls and
bedrooms based on their relative size.

Functional Room Type Necessary Criteria Probable Criteria Dead-Giveaways

Accommodation 110 heat source and single access private latrine

Ikdroom fireplace, small area and good PrIvali lam'nt
lighting

Chapel eastern exposure, good lighting no heat source, ritWlljlaturts

Chapel-related visual contact with chapel no heat source, single acccss,
poor lighting

Guardroom shallow depth poor lighting, multiple access

Guardroom/ 110 heat source, single access,
accommodation arrow loops

Hall large area, heat source multiple access, shalww dtplh, muhiple
(fireplace(s)), good lighting pubiu "'Irines fireplaces

Hall/bedroom

Kitchen heat source (oven)

Lobby multiple accesses no heat source
Storage no fireplace, single access, poor access via ceiling

lighting

answers to the questions produce the best results since negative answers incorporate
all cases where the data is negative and where it is simply lacking.23

This decision-tree was created by working back and forth between 'known'
functional rooms in each castle and the decision-tree design until the tree
segregated the functional room types appropriately. In other words, many rooms
in each castle had been previously assigned a function based on historical
documentation, their architecture and/or common sense. An analysis of these
'known' functional rooms' internal features was used to develop the appropriate
questions and sequence ofquestions in the decision-tree. The sequence ofdecisions
used in this tree were ordered to distinguish room functions as quickly as possible.
Other sequences could have been employed.

After the decision·tree was completed, each room in each castle was run
through it to assign the room a function. This included running the 'known'
functional rooms through the decision-tree to see if there were any inconsistencies
in their previous designation. A few did arise. For example, a possible mis·
identification of the function of a room is Caernarfon's supposed 'chapel' on the
first floor above the King's Gate entrance passage.24 The decision-tree designated
this room as a likely 'hall' mainly because of the fact that the room lacks a window
with an eastern exposure - a feature of most (ifnol all) chapels.2$ Therefore, the

.. Marshall and Marshall, op. cil. in note 22, pp. 3, ' [ .
•• Taylor ('993), op. cit. in nOte 20, 29.
•s PeTS. comm., Lawl"Cnce Butler.
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Function determination decision-tree, with optional model (below).

decision-tree approach raises some doubt as to whether the 'double piscina or sink
in the east wall' of the room cited by Taylor is sufficient evidence co consider this
room a chapel.

After each room was assigned a [unction, these functions were contextually
evaluated, and adjusted if it was clear that the designated function was simply not
possible based on other criteria (e.g. a lack of important data related to the room).
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Next, the function of each room was recorded in the Room database and on the
appropriate access diagram (thereby creating a funClionally-annotated access
diagram - see the next section). The specific functional designations for each
room in each castle will not be presented here due to constraints on space.26

However, the number and percentage of rooms ofdifferent functional types will be
discussed below in the section on Comparative Analysis.

The main point to be made here is that the Feature Analysis decision-tree
approach is superior to informal functional inferences for a number of reasons.
First, it requires the researcher to state explicitly the reasons for assigning a certain
function to a given room, thereby possibly illuminating issues of functional
interpretation. Second, it can suggest possible functions for rooms left uninter·
preted in previous analyses. Third, it can raise questions about previous
interpretations and suggest reinterpretations of rooms that may have been
interpreted erroneously usually in a situation where one piece ofevidence is unduly
weighted over Olher conflicting evidence.

Finally, to conclude this discussion of Feature Analysis, I want to make it clear
that I am not arguing for the blind application of this particular decision-tree to
determine room functions in all castles (let alone all structures). As with any model,
it needs to be contextualized and used only as a guide. However, it is argued that
researchers should make explicit and apply thoroughly whatever interpretive
model they use to infer the function ofa space. By doing this, researchers will make
it clear how they arrived at their interpretations, not only allowing others to assess
those interpretations, but also providing themselves a check to guarantee the
consistency of their approach.

ACCESS ANALYSIS

After determining the functions of the rooms in each castle, the interrela
tionship of these rooms can be considered. In most previous spatial research on
castles, the focus has been on the defensibility of the castle in times of war. In
contrast to this, some researchers have chosen to focus on the functional
relationship of rooms within the castle.27 In particular, Peter Faulkner's develop
ment of the spatial analytical method referred to as a pLanning diagram, has provided
a perspective of the castle beyond the simple floor plan. By depicting the functional
relationships between rooms in a castle, regardless of the floor level, Faulkner was
able to emphasize the perspective and interaction of the building's users.28 His
planning diagrams give a clear representation of the location, size and shape of
rooms (like a floor plan) while also reflecting the 'the social structure of the
complete household in residence'.29 His method is particularly useful when trying

26 For these specific funClional designations sec Mathieu, op. cil. in note 5.
27 P. A. Faulkner, 'Domestic planning from the twelfth centul)' 10 the fourlccmh centuries', Archarol.]., Ilj
(l~j8), Ijo-83; Faulkner, op. CIt. in note 21.
• Fairclough, op. cit. in note I, 35 [.
'19 B. M. r.forley, 'Aspects of fourteenth cenlUI)' castle design', [04-13 in A. Dersicas (cd.), CQI/tclanta Hislorica:

Essays in Mtm<1ry <1JSJuaTI Rigr;ld (Maidstone, 1981), p. 105; Faulkner (1963), op. cit. in note 21; Fairclough, op. cir.
in note t, 356-57.
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to understand the residential and (internal) administrative functions of a castle,
especially those with multiple floor levels. This spatial analytical approach was
probably the first that could be considered a syntactic approach, meaning that it
relied on the assumption that 'the ordering ofspace in buildings is really about the
ordering of relations between people'.30

The better known syntactic approach employed by researchers of buildings in
general is popularly known as Access Analysis, or gamma analysis. This approach
(described in morc detail below) was originally developed by Bill Hillier and
Julienne Hanson and other coUeagues in order to elaborate their theory linking
social organization to spatial organization.3\ However, most researchers have been
dubious about directly equating spatial organization with social organization.32

Because of this, spatial analysts who have adopted Access Analysis have oftcn done
so in a modified or limitcd manner.33 These researchers have emphasized the
descriptive capabilities of thc approach 'lo reduce a plan to its essentials'.34 This
has helped in the recognition of patterns and variations in patterns, parlicularly
bctween sites where similarities may have been 'masked by variables such as shape
or orientation?'" For these researchers, Access Analysis, or any formal spatial
analysis, is a tool to be used to provide more data, to simplify that data, and to 'try
LO explore broader ways ofseeing' .36

Graham Fairclough was one of the first people to employ a modified form of
Access Analysis in castle studies.37 He combined Hillier and Hanson's access
diagrams with Faulkner's planning diagrams, thereby conflating the planning
diagram's emphasis on 'functional relationships, generally from the viewpoint of
someone using the building ... ' with the access diagram's focus 'on an outsider's
experience of a building, and thus principally on questions of movement and
cOlllrol, privacy and independence .. .'.38 His access diagrams or, more properly
access/planning diagrams, are particularly useful when trying to appreciate the

:lO 8. Hillier andJ. Hanson, 1M S«ial f..otic !fSpa«(Cambridgt:, 1914),~.

Jl Hiltier and Hall$OTl, op. eil. in note 30; B. Hillier, A. Leaman, P. Stall$3.1J and M. Bedford 'Space synla.x',
343-81 in D. Green, C. Ibsdgrove and M. Spriggs (cds.), Social OrgoIrktJ!iqn and &IIknwlL' CtmlribllliollSfro'"
AnthroJlDloD, Arcluwlog, /Ilia ~/lp1fJ(BARIntemalional Seriel, 47!ii), Oxford, '978).
n R. Samson, 'Introduclion', 1-,8 in R. Samson (cd.), TJu S«ia ArcfltwklU oj Houses (Edinburgh, 1990), 14; see

also 11.1. Batly, 'Rcview of Hillier and Hanson', Sociology, 19 (I 985), 161-6~, p. 16~; M. H.Johnson, HOllJi"{ C~{/brt:

Traditilmo/ Ar(kitalb,t in on Eng/Wi Ltmds/Qpt, {London, 1993),31; E. Lc:ICh, 'Docs space synlax rcally "conS\ltule the
social"?', 385-401 in D. Grecn, C. Haselgrove, and M. Spriggs (cds.), op. cil. in nOle 31, p. 400; M.P. Pearson
and C. Richards, 'Ordering Ihe world: perceptions ofarchiteclure, space and lime', 1-37 in M.P. I'earson and
C. Richanb (cds.), Arckil«lu.t (lnd Oraer: ApprO<1tkts WSt!tu./ s,x.Ct (London, '994), p. 30; cf. F. E. Brown, 'Continuily
and change in the urban housc:: developments in domeslic space organisation in seventeenth·century London',
C4",paro/Wt Studies in S«it!J muf His/ory, ~8 (1g86), 558-90, p. ?58.
n For example, S. 1\'1. Foster, 'Analysis of spalial pauems In buildings (access analysis) as an insight into social

StruClure: examples from Ill<: Scouish Atlanlic Iron Age', Allliq~j!J, 63 (.g8g.a), 40-50; S. M. Foster, 'Transforma
tions in social space: the Iron Age ofOrkney and Caithness', $ttJ!. ArcNUol ~., 6 (.gBgb), 34-55.
54 M. Loeod::, 'Spatial analysis oran eighlccmh century formal garden', ~31-5~ in 1\1. Loc:ock (cd.), Mttmill:flll

ATtAil«htn: S«iIJlIJtlt7rtUIJioIu of &ilJiIlts (Aldcnhol, '!J?"), p. 237; R. 1_ Gilchrist, "11u: spatial archaeology of
g;;ndcrdomains:.a ~asc: stud)' o(medicvaJ English nun.~cs', Arot.vul. R.n. Cutb., 7 (1988), 2'-28, p. 26.

Locod:, op. CII. m note 33, '237; Salllcbcrger, op. Clt. In nole 2, pp. ~,3, 43.
"" Fairclough, op. tiL in note., 350; Loc:ock, op. cil. in note 34, 235.
U Fairclough, op. cit. in Dote " may ha\-c bttn pccccdcd by Sattlebcrgcr's, op. cit. in Dote~, unpublished work.
• Fairclough, op. cit. in Dote ',351.
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defensive organization and symbolic organization of the castle, since remOle access
is seen both as a sign ofprotection and as a mark of rank or status.39

In this study, Access Analysis was the second approach used on the four
castles. Access diagrams werc employed both as a means to provide more data
about the castles (i.e. the accessibility of rooms within the castles) and as one
framework within which to understand the functional organilation of rooms in
each castle (the other framework being the castle plans).

The access diagrams were produced with a maximum degree of accuracy (see
Fig. 7). The diagrams identify each space within each castle that could be isolated
from another space. In other words, passageways and stairs within the castles were
not represented as connecting lines between rooms represented as symbols (as most
published access analysts do). Rather, these structurcs were treated as spaces in
their own right and therefore allotted symbols and placcs within the diagram.
Thus, the connecting lines in the diagrams solely represent direct access between
spaces.

This approach was adopted for a number of reasons. Most important was that
it more accurately represents all of the spaces in the castles (i.e. there are no non
spaces). Second, from the point of view of spatial analysis, one space is defined by
its separation from another space. Therefore any space that seemed likely to be
separated from another was treated as a separate space. This can most clearly be
seen in the example of the entrance passage of the main gate of a castle. In this
approach, the spaces between every obstruction in the passage (e.g. doors and
portcullises) are treated as separate spaces because access from one space to the
next requires control of the preceding space. As a result, the access diagrams
produced for this research are quite elaborate and are therefore not fully
reproducible within most publishable contexts. 40

Though these access diagrams do not follow Fairclough's approach in
conflating a planning diagram with an access diagram (i.e. the access diagrams
found here do not represent the actual size or shape of the rooms in the castle, nor
do they represent the geographical location of the rooms with respect to each
other), they are organized to show the relative distance of any given room (or
space) from the outside of the castle (found at the bottom of the diagrams). This
organization if referred to asjustification, i.e. where all spaces ofa certain depth (in
terms of the minimum number ofsteps taken to reach them from the outside space)
are positioned at the same horizontallevel.41 By justifying all of the diagrams from
the outside (ignoring minor postern gates), each castle was consistently and simply
represented as a defended structure which was seen by the vast majority of the
populace only from the outside, and which was intended to be entered only
through the main gates.

This form of justification represents the castle in terms of its defensive and
symbolic functions. Other forms ofjustification could be used to emphasize other

Y.l Faulkner (1963), op. cit. in note 2', 228.
<0 For the full-seale acceSll diagrams see Mathieu, op. cit. in note 5.
• , Foster ('9S9a), op. cit. in note 33, 42.
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functions. For example, in order to emphasize the residential function, it would
probably be preferable to re-justify the diagrams (e.g. possibly from the hall,
kitchen, or bedroom).

For each of the four castles, an access diagram of their actual layout was
produced. For Beaumaris and Caernarfon, an additional access diagram of their
reconstructed intended layouts was also created.42 The access diagrams were used
to determine the number of doors in each room which gave access to the outside.
This information was added to the Room database, and therefore played a part in
the Feature Analysis. As mentioned above, after the Feature Analysis was
performed to assign a function to each room in each castle, the appropriate
functional designation was then added to each castle's access diagram(s), thereby
producing functionally annotated access diagrams. These new diagrams were then
analysed to assess the defensive and residential organization ofeach castle.

DEFENSIVE ORGANIZATION

Before assessing the defensive organization of the four castles it is important
to state that this defensive organization is not necessarily an assessment of the
defensibility of these castles. Rather, it is an assessment of the organization of that
defensibility based on the organization ofspace.

The defensive organization of the castles was assessed by studying the degree
of integration and segregation between the wards of the castle and between
structural units within those wards (e.g. gatehouses and towers). In other words,
the degree of defensive integration was gauged by looking at (I) how many access
points connected the major wards of the castles and what type ofaccess existed (i.e.
major gateways, postern gates, or open access) and (2) how many access points
connected the towers and gatehouses of each castle to each other and what kind of
access existed (i.e. mural passages, wall-walks and/or access through the ward).

At Conwy, all the towers were found to be integrated (i.e. connected) at two
levels - the ground and the wall-walk. The eastern and western wards of Conwy
were also integrated at two levels and connected at three points - the ground level
by a gateway between the wards and the wall-walk level by two defended blocking
doors (one to the N. and one to the S.).

At Harlech, the gatehouse and two eastern towers were integrated at two
levels - the ground and the wall-walk. The western towers (which were built near
the end of construction, under the supervision of a different master mason) were
integrated at only one level - the ground. 43 Since the western towers are not
connected to the wall-walk, as the earlier built eastern towers are, a case can be
made that they may be a deviation from the original plan (see below for a similar
disjuncture between earlier built features and later built features at Caernarfon).

• 2 For the rationale behind each or the reconstructed intended elements in these intended access diagrams see
Mathieu, op. cit. in note 5.
n Taylor (lg63), op. cit. in note 6, 363-64.
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The inner and outer wards of Harlech were integrated at one level by three
connection points - on the ground by the massive Eastern Gatehouse and by two
modest postern gates (one to the N. and one to the W.).

At Caernarfon, the towers and gates were integrated on a variety of levels
from one to four. The most integrated parts were the southern series of towers
which were built under the initial scheme (before, 295) and which were integrated
at four levels - ground, two mural passages, and wall·walk. The northern series of
towers, including the King's Gate (which were built after 1295 under a different
master mason), were integrated at nvo levels - ground and wall-walk. The least
integrated parts were the Eagle Tower (which was the first element built in its
entirety) and the unfinished Queen's Gate; each of which was integrated with the
other lOwers in the castle at only one level - ground. These variations in the
degree of integration of the major parts of the castle suggest that the castle was not
completed as intended in its original plan. H This interpretation is emphasized by
the fact that the disjunctures in integration occur where the earlier built pans of
the castle meet the later built parts (e.g. the Eagle Tower's connective isolation
from the S. and N. curtains). In combination with the evidence cited above at
Harlech, a good case can be made that new master masons did not necessarily
follow the initial plans (if actual ones existed) of the previous masons building the
castles.

The eastern and western wards of Caernarfon were highly integrated,
particularly since the intervening wall and/or structures between the wards were
never completed. Though it is unclear how the wards would have been connected
at ground level to eaeh other if these structures had been finished, what is clear is
that the wards were integrated at three levels along the S. curtain - two mural
passages and the wall-walk, and at at least one level along the N. curtain - the
wall·walk (and possibly internally via the King's Gate).

At Beaumaris, the inner ward towers and gatehouses were integrated on three
levels - ground, mural passage, and wall-walk. The inner and outer wards of
Beaumaris were intended to be integrated at one level via two points, the orthern
Gatehouse and the Southern Gatehouse. However, the castle as it was actually
built had only one connection benvcen the two wards, the unfinished Southern
Gatehouse. The Nonhern Gatehouse's entrance passage was blocked by a wall,
effectively turning the structure into a great tower.

The significance of the defensive organization of the castles will be discussed
below under the Comparative Analysis.

RESIDENTIAL ORGANIZATION

The residential organization of the castles was assessed by looking at five
aspects of their residential architecture; (I) the absolute maximum number of
separate households that each castle could have accommodated based on the

•• 1llc true inu:nded plan or Cacmarron castle wu abandoned in 1295 (Taylor (1975), op. cit. in note 7, 28g)
",tltn ttlt IU(X"rvision ol"ttlt castle construction "'"ill entrustmto a nil:"" m:wa muon (Tayior(1952), op. cit. in note
6, 3]; Taylor (1963), op. cit. in note 6, 378).
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assumption (following raulkner) that a 'household' must consist of at least one
bedroom and probably also include some sort ofpublic 'receiving' room like a hall
or hall/bedroom, (2) the likely number of separate household accommodations
available in each castle based on the assumption that a 'household' probably
consists of a number of rooms with at least one of them being a hall, (3) the focal
household in each castle, (4) other facilities and accommodation in each castle, and
(5) the integration of the residential organization.

The following discussion of the number of households contained within each
castle is not meant to imply that all of these households were in use at the same
time. Since it would have been rare for the royal household to descend upon any of
these castles, much of the time, much of the space and rooms within these castles
were not in use. Rather, the discussion is intended to highlight the potential number
of households the castles were intended to accommodate if the need arose, thereby
providing insight into the residential functioning the King required of and had
planned for in his castles.

At Conwy, there could have been a maximum of six households (one major
one in the eastern ward inhabiting the three southern and easternmost towers, two
medium-sized ones in the two northern towers in the western ward, and three
minor ones in the remaining lOwers: i.e. the t:\'10 southern ones in the western ward
and the north westernmost one in the eastern ward). The likely number of
households accommodated at Conwy was probably two (one major one in the
eastern ward and one in the western ward, for the constable, near the main gate).
The major eastern ward household was obviously the focal household. It had the
deepest accommodation in the castle, its own kitchen, a number ofpublie rooms, a
private chapel and access lO the watergate (giving access to the river and the sea).
There were three kitchen facilities at Conwy (the one just mentioned in the eastern
ward and two more in the western ward) which presumably split the duties of food
preparation. The existence of a chapel in the Great Hall in the western ward has
been suggested.45 Accommodation for the garrison was likely to be in the lOwers in
the western ward. The residential organization of the castle was such that the
eastern ward could be isolated from the western ward when it was not needed.
Presumably this isolation would never be complete since the watergate entered the
eastern ward.

At Harlech, there could have been a maximum of seven households (two
major ones in the Eastern Gatchouse, one in each corner tower and possibly one
over the hall in the inner ward). The likely number of households accommodated
at Harlech was probably two or three (the two major ones in the Eastern Gatehouse
and possibly one over the hall in the inner ward). It is unclear which household was
the focal household. If there was a household in the inner ward, it was likely the
focal household because it would have been the largest and most centrally located.
If on the other hand, it did not exist, then the focal household was clearly one of
the ones in the Eastern Gatehouse (the other being for the constable). These
households had their own private chapels, the only private garderobes in the castle,

+) A.J. Taylor, 'The town and castle orConwy: preservation and interpretation', Allliq.]. n (1995),339-63.
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the highest lOwers and a number ofpublic rooms. There were t\vo kitchen facilities
in the inner ward which probably worked in tandem to feed the entire castle. The
inner ward also housed a chapel that was probably used by the garrison.
Accommodation for the garrison was most likely in the towers around the inner
ward. The residential organization of the castle was such that the Eastern
Gatehouse could oversee control of the entire casue easily, even if the western
towers were sealed off

At Caernarfon, there could have been a maximum of ten households (two in
the Eagle Tower, one in the King's gate, two in the Queen's Tower, and one in
each of the other towers). The likely number of households accommodated at
Cacrnarfon was probably two to four (the {\vo in the Eagle tower, and maybe one
in the King's Gate and one in either the Chamberlain's Tower or the Queen's
Tower). The Eagle Tower clearly housed the focal household. This is demonstrated
by it having the biggest, best and deepest accommodation, a high percentage of
private garderobes, access to the largest public rooms in a tower, access to the
highest tower (and also the one with the most parapets), and control over the water
gate (a postern which gave access to the river and the sea). All the households were
served by one kitchen, but alleast five potential households could have had atleasl
one private chapel. Accommodation for the garrison was plentiful in the wards and
likely in many of the towers also. The residential organization of the castle was
such that many rooms that may not have been needed still had to be kept open in
order not to disrupt the Aow of movement throughout the castle. The major
exception to this was the Eagle Tower, which was physically segregated from the
rest of the castle, thereby making it easy to seal orr, for example, when the King
was not in residence.

At Beaumaris, as it was intended, there could have been a maximum ofeleven
households (one over the Gate·next-the-Sea, one over the North Gate, two in both
the 'orthem Gatehouse and the Southern Gatehouse, and one in each of the
towers around the perimeter of the inner ward, excepting the middle one on the
cast side, the Chapel Tower). The likely number of households accommodated at
Beaumaris, as it was intended, was probably four or five (two in each of the inner
ward's gatehouses and possibly a major one along the castern side of the inncr
ward incOlporating the eastern towers).46 If there was no hall and chamber block
along the eastern side of the inner ward to function as thc main residence, then the
Northern Gatehouse clearly accommodated the focal household. This is demon
strated by it having the best public rooms in the castle and access to the only two
private garderobes in the inner ward. In addition, it was the largest, highest, and
most finished, 'unique' architectural clement in the inner ward. All the castle's
households were served by one kitchen and apparently one public chapel. The

* As it was cotu.trueted, Beaumaris could have had a maximum of only eight (smaller) households. The onc
abm~ the North Gatc and the ona on the second fkxx" of the Northern and Southern GatchoUSCI \\~re nC\~r

finished. Abo, the first floor one in the Southern Gatchouse lacked it5 rcttiving rooms and the fi\'c po$Siblc
hou.schokb in th,c, inner ..-ard lowcn lacked their second Roor rooms. iU constructed, Bcaumaris probably had
only twO households (the onc O\'Cr the Galc-ncxt-th,c,-Sc::a and one major one on the fint fkxx" of the Northern
Gatchou.sc).
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absence of any private chapels is marked. Accommodation for the garrison would
have been plentiful in the outer ward and likely also in the towers of the inner
ward. The residential integration of thc castlc was such that no one major part
could be closed offand lcft unused. However, the access to practically every room
(apart from those in Northern and Southern Gatchouses) was offa public passage
or wall-walk, thereby allowing anyone of them to be closed off when not needed
(e.g. when only the constable was in residence), without disrupting the access flow
of the building. .

By performing an Access Analysis on each of the castles (particularly after
having performed a Feature Analysis on each), a better understanding of their
functional organization has been achieved. In particular, this approach has allowed
an assessment of the castles' defensive integration, their household organization
(both maximum potential and likely potential), and their wider residential
organization. With such detailed appreciations ofeach castle's functional organiza
tion, we can now turn to our Comparative Analysis of the four castles.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

The final approach used on the four castles was a Comparative Analysis.
Though such an analysis of two or more castles is by no means new, the
comparisons performed here were done in a number ofnew ways. First ofall, using
the sequence ofcastle construction described above, the four castles were comparcd
through the use of a table, a cumulative graph, and access diagrams to see any
developmental trends. Second, the same methods were used to compare the extant
structures of Beaumaris and Caernarfon with their intended structures in order to
delineate any differences between their actual and intended functioning and
organization.

In each of the following subsections, there will be a discussion of the method
employed (if not previously described), the trends or differences noted by
comparison of the castles, and possible interpretations for these trends and
differences. These interpretations should be viewed as new working hypotheses
that may direct future research. In particular, some of the interpretations are
presented as an initial assessmcnt of functional aspects of these castles. It is hoped
that these observations will come to mean more when they can be compared to
similar analyses ofother castles in the future.

COMPARING THE FOUR CASTLES: THE TABLE

In order to compare the four castles for developmental trends, a table was
produced (Table 2) which shows the number and, more importantly, the percentage
of major room types found in each castle. 41 This was done by grouping the

., Table 2 giv~s th~ traditional number and percentage of functional room types for Conwy. The most r~eell1

reinteflJretation (Taylor (t995), op. cit. in note 45) sees the Great Hall in the outer ward as actually consisting of
one chapel, one storage space, two bedrooms and a hall. This interpretation would change the numbers or
percentages in the table resulting in a slightly higher percentage of private, accommodation, storage and chapel
space and a slightly lower percentage of public, guardroom and kitchen space. These new percelilages do not,
howcver, etrcct the trends noted and so they were not used in this study.
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TAau: 2

THE NUMBI-:R Al\'O PERCEKTAGE OF ~IAJOR ROO~ITYPFS IN EACH CASTLE
The pa=lltages ill the table e:cc«d 100% since I1'lOSI ohhe room type categories: overlap. These numbers and
percentaga deal with room$, nOl the amounl of space in rooms. Numbers and percentages in il4Jics represent
thosr: considered to be exception5 to the norm. a. Public rooms eonsist of halls, hall/bedrooms, and lobbies.
b. Pm-ate status rooms cansi${ ofhall/bedrooms and bedrool1l$. c. Accommodation consists ofhall/bcdrooms,
bedrooms, accommodatioru, and guard/accommodatioru. d. Guardrooms ooll5i5t ofguard/ accommodations,
guardrooms, and guard/5OTTlCthing rooms. e. StOl<l.ge spaa: includes priSOIl5. f. Chapel space includes chapels
and chapcl·rdated roonu. g. Kitchen space includes bakehou.ses and breweric:5.

Major Room Types Co""" Haricch Cacmarfon Bcaumaris Caemarfon Bcaumaris
(as intended) (u intended) (as extant) (as extant)

a. Public Rooms 9 (IJ.:J) 12 (27.9) 28 (30.8) 30 (30.0) 2$(3[·3) 15(20.5)
b. Prh-ate Rooms 16(30.8) 12(27·9) ,6 (IJ.6) 25 (2$.0) [6(20.0) 11 (15.1)
c. Accommodalions "1"'1 15 (34·9) 35(38.5) 44 (44·0) 34 (42.5) 30 (4 1.1)
d. Cuardrooms 10 19.2 3 (7. 0) [9(20·9) 29 (29.0) 14 (17·5) 25(3402)
e. Slorage Space 8(1504) 9(20·9) 8 (8.8) 13 (13.0) 8(10.0) 13 (17.8)
r. Chapel Space 3 (5.8) 7 ([6·3) 11 (12.1) 3 (j-o) 10 ([2'5) ,(4'1
g. Kitchen Spacc 3 (5.8) 2 (4.7) 1 (l.l) [ (1.0) [ (1.3) [ ([·4

'functional room types' produced by the Feature Analysis into 'major room types'.
These lauer classifications overlap in some instances, expressing the multiple
functions of some rooms within the castles. The new classifications grouped the
functional room types as follows: halIs, haU/bcdrooms, and lobbies were classed as
public rooms. HaD/bedrooms and bedrooms were classed as prilJ{lt~ rooms. Hall/
bedrooms, bedrooms, accommodations, and guard/accommodations were classed
as accommodations. Guard/accommodations, guardrooms and guard/something
were classed as guardrooms. Storagc, including prisons, were treated as slorag~ spau.
Chapels and chapel-related rooms were classified as cMjJtl spaa. Finally, kiuhmr
were treated as their own category.

By laying out the percentage of major room types for each castle side by side
with the scquence of construction moving from left to right, constants or trends
may be detected. Note that the intended versions of Caemarfon and Beaumaris
are given pre-eminence in the comparison since it is the developmental trends of
how the castles were conceived rather than how they were built that is of most
intcrest. The values given in the table for the actual versions of these two castles
will be discussed later. The constants and trends noted in the table were:

Trend I Public Rooms. With the exception ofConwy (17.3%), the evidence shows
that about 30% of the rooms in each castle was intended to fulfil a public function.

Trend 2 Private Rooms. With the exception ofCaernarfon (17.6%), allcasl25%
of the rooms in each castle was intended to fulfil a private function.

Trend 3 Accommodations. AU four castles have al least 35% of their rooms
fulfilling an accommodational role.

Trtnd 4 Guardrooms. With the exception of Harlech (7.0%), at least 20% of the
rooms in each castle was intended to fulfil a guardroom function.
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Trend 5 Storage Space. With the exception ofCaernarfon (8.8%), at least 13% of
the rooms in each castle functioned solely in a storage capacity.

Trend 6 Chapel Space. Beaumaris had the smallest percentage of chapel space of
all four castles and seems to have been the end result of a downward trend in
Chapel Space.

Trend 7 Kitchen Space. There seems to have been a trend towards the unification
ofcooking facilities into one room.

What can be drawn from these observations? First of all, Trend 3 shows that
accommodation was an important function performed by all four of these castles,
with the final castle built, Beaumaris, having the highest percentage ofaccommoda
tional rooms (44%), if it had been finished. Second, Trends I, 2, 4, and 5 suggest
that when comparing the castles to each other, the first three castles which were
built seem to have been exceptional (or deficient) in the percentage of at least one
major room type. For example, Conwy seems to have been lacking in public rooms,
Harlech seems to have been lacking in guardrooms, and Caernarfon seems to have
been lacking in both private rooms and storage space. Third, Trends 6 and 7
suggest that Beaumaris's low percentage ofchapel space and kitchen space was the
result of a consolidation of these specific functional room types into fewer rooms or
just a single room.

Bringing all these trends together, and also considering the symmetrical layout
of Beaumaris, a good case can be made that Beaumaris should be considered the
ideal castle type toward which the designer (MasterJames) was working. Along the
way, he overcame apparent deficiencies that existed in the previously designed and
built castles. If we take Beaumaris as the exemplar of late 13th-century castle
design (as many researchers do), what can we say about late 13th-century castle
functioning? First, there seems to have been a trend towards the unification of
kitchen and chapel facilities, suggesting an increased efficiency of the use of space
and the expenditure of effort in castle daily life. Second, the ideal castle dedicated
roughly 30% of its rooms to public functions, 25% to private functions, 45 % to
accommodations, 30% to guardroom functions, about 15% to storage, and only
about 5% to chapel, kitchen and other very specific functions. 48

COMPARING THE FOUR CASTLES: THE CUMULATIVE GRAPH

Cumulative graphs are frequently used in Palaeolithic archaeology to illustrate
the percentage of stone tool types found in an assemblage. By graphing these
percentages in a cumulative fashion (i.e. by adding the percentage of one tool type
to the percentages of all the previous tool types shown in the graph), the researcher
is often able to show functional differences between assemblages. These functional
differences are indicated by discrepancies in the slope of the line as it passes over a

'8 It should be borne in mind that these funetional eatego~ies ove~lap in the so~ts ofrooms they include.
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specific tool type. For example, a steep slope represents a large percentage of the
type(s) being passed over by the line. In contrast, a horizontal line would indicate
no examples (or a very small percentage) of the type(s) being passed over by the
line.

By using a cumulative graph in this study, it was hoped that distinctions
between the castles in terms of the percentage of functional room types at each
castle could be highlighted in a way that would not be as evident from the use of
tables of numbers and/or percentages. The cumulative graph shown here (Fig. 8)
compares the four castles as iOlended (i.e. Conwy, Harlech, Intended Caernarfon,
and Imended Beaumaris). It is organized to show the functional room types along
the x-axis in the following order: lobbies, halls, hall/bedrooms, bedrooms,
accommodations, guard/accommodations, guard/something, storage and prisons,
chapel-related, chapels, and kitchens. The purpose of this organization was to have
a general progression from very public rooms (e.g. lobbies and halls) to less public
rooms (e.g. hall/bedrooms) and then to private rooms (e.g. bedrooms and
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accommodations) and finally into more functionally specialized rooms (e.g. storage
and prisons, chapels and kitchens).

The major constant or trend that is apparent in this graph is that all four of
the castles had nearly the same total percentage (about 45%) of high·status room
types. This is evidenced by the convergence of all the lines (representing the
cumulative percentage of functional room types up to that point) near the 45%
mark. Ifchapel space is considered a high-status room type, then the castles appear
to be divided 50:5° between high-status rooms (i.e. lobbies, halls, hall/bedrooms,
bedrooms and chapels) and low status (practical function) rooms (e.g. accommoda
tions, guardrooms, storage and service rooms like kitchens). Though this 50:50
split in the percentage of slatus room types may not be surprising, it would be
interesting to perfonn comparative assessments on other buildings from other
places and/or periods. This could lead to a bener understanding of the similarity
or dis-similarity of other buildings which are considered casLles or are often
compared to casLles (e.g. forts and other defended sites).

COMPARING THE FOUR CASTLES: THE ACCESS DIAGRAMS

In the section on Access Analysis above, the defensive and residential
organization of each of the casLles was assessed. With that analysis in mind, a
comparison of the four castles' defensive organization suggests that the major
structural units within the castles (e.g. the towers and gatehouses) went from being
integrated at two levels at Conwy and Harlech (as apparently intended 
evidenced by the initially built eastern half of the castle) to being integrated at at
kast three levels as at Caernarfon (as apparently intended - evidenced by the four
levels of integration of the initially built southern halfof the castle) and Beaumaris.
Despite the very striking similarities between the floor plans of Harlech and
Beaumaris and between Conwy's plan and Caernarfon's plan, in terms of their
defmsive organ~ation, Harlech is actually more similar to Conwy while Beaumaris is
more similar to Caemarfon. This would seem to suggest that in planning the two
later castles, more attention was paid to the defensive organization of the castles
regardless of their fonnallayoUl. This is interesting because it raises the issue that
large scale (visually-obvious·from-a-plan-view) fonnal differences between castles
may have been of less importance to the designers and users of castles than other
smaller scale (visually obscure) differences. This realization suggests the need to
reconsider the importance that scholars have placed on many of the more obvious
formal differences between castles.

A comparison of the residential organization of the four castles reveals a trend
over time towards a higher absolute maximum and likely number of potential
households at each castle. The maximum number of potential households that
each castle could have accommodated increased from six at Conwy, to seven at
Harlech, ten at Caernarfon and eleven at Beaumaris (as it was intended). Similarly,
the probable number ofpotential households that could have been accommodated
at each castle increased over time from two at Conwy to two or three at Harlech,
two to four at Caernarfon and four or five at Beaumaris (as it was intended). These
increases in both the maximum and the likely number ofpotential households that
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could have been accommodated at the castles most likely reflect the increasingly
hierarchical social organization of late 13th-century society - particularly of those
elements who resided in the castles. This would seem to add support to Faulkner's
argument that there was increased household organization in castles in the late
13th century which flourished in the 14th century.49

Finally, another trend in residential organization is that the castles progressed
from a fairly segregated organization at Conwy, where each ward could function
separately, to a much more integrated organization at Harlcch, Caernarfon and
Beaumaris. With respect to the latter two, Caernarfon and Beaumaris, their
integration evolved from an inefficient integration to a more efficiem integration.
In other words, whereas Caernarfon was integrated in such a way that many rooms
that may not have been needed still had to be kept open in order not to disrupt the
flow of movement throughout the castle, Beaumaris was integrated in a way that
allowed unneeded rooms to be closed ofT without disrupting the flow of traffic
through the building.

Combining the trend towards increased defensive integration with the trend
toward increased residemial imegration, we can discern a greater concern by the
designer with the rational organization of space in these castles. When we further
combine this with the trend noted above concerning the consolidation of kitchen
and chapel facilities (especially at Beaumaris) we can see a more general trend
towards the increased efficiency in the organization and structure of these
buildings.

COMPARING BEAUMARIS AND CAERNARFON: ACTUAL AND INTENDED

The final Comparative Analysis to be carried out here is a comparison of the
actual structures of Beaumaris and Caemarfon with their structures as they were
originally intended to have been built. Both of these castles were left unfinished in
the 14th century, most likely due to Edward I's financial situation (he was heavily
in debt) and his shifting of interest from the consolidation of Wales to his invasion
of Scotland. This comparison was perfonned assuming that the reconstructed
imended plans of Beaumaris and Caernarfon are accurate.~ The comparison
involved the analysis Of(I) the last four columns of Table 2 discussed above, (2)
cumulative graphs like the ones discussed abovc (Fig. 8) which compared the actual
versions of each castle beside their intended versions, and (3) access diagrams of
both versions of each castle (see Fig. 7 for Beaumaris' ideal access diagram).
Without going into the descriptive detail oullined above when comparing the four
castles in a developmental scquence, the results of the Comparative Analysis
follow.

At Caernarfon, the table and the cumulative graph showed that there would
have been little difference in the percentage of functional room types between the

., Faulkner (1963), op. 01. in TlOI~ 71, 771.
» See ~Iathi<:u, op. ciL in nOl~ 5. The 'inlended form' ofCaemarfon ~nled in lhe access diagr.uns does 001

recQrl$troCI lhe pre-I 795 plan, bul rather reprC$tTI1li the easde as il was built, with the addilion of inlended, bul
unfinished, strueluret which are rehui\ocly clearlyevidenccd by !he surviving an:hilecture.
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intended and actual forms. The major differences between Caernarfon's intended
and actual forms were seen in the access diagrams. The caslle as envisaged would
have been more defensible against access through the King's Gate, but its eastern
ward would have becn less defensible overall since there would have been access
from both the King's Gate and the Queen's Gate. The defensive organization of
Caernarfon as originally envisaged would have had more integration between its
towers. probably consisting of four levels of inter-eonnectabiliry as seen in the
(earlier built) southern half of the castle. Caernarfon's intended residential
organization would have had a true division between its two wards, possibly
increasing the functional distinction between the two wards.~1

At Beaumaris. the table and cumulative graph showed that the intended form
of the castle would have had a higher percentage of high-status public and private
rooms (halls, hall/bedrooms. and bedrooms) and a lowcr percentage oflow-st3tus
accommodations, guard/accommodations, and storage rooms. In other words the
intended structure would have appeared as morc of a castle/palacc and less as a
garrisoned military outpost. In terms ofdefensibility, the intended structure would
have been more defensible in terms of the height of its inner curtain wall and towers.
However, in terms of normal entry into its wards, if gateways are more vulnerable
to attack than curtain walls, then the castle as envisaged may have been less
defensible due to the additional (unblocked) gates into the outer ward ( Torth Gate)
and inner ward (Northern Gatehouse). It does not appear that Beaumaris would
have been any more or less defensively organized ifit had been finished. The major
difference would have been in its residential organization. Beaumaris would have
been able to accommodate either more households or larger ones, and it might
have had its focal household on the eastern side of the inner ward, rather than in
the onhern Gatehouse.

Finally, the intended plans of both castles indicate that there was a concern
that both castles have a direct access to the outside that did not lead into their
attached town. At both Caernarfon and Beaumaris. the intended plans include a
second major gateway into (or out of) the castle that would have provided access
to the countryside without going through the town. The reason for such an clement
in these castle plans is unclear. It could involve issues of defence (e.g. access to the
land outside the town to launch a sortie against an enemy or to greet a relieving
army if the town had been occupied by an enemy) and/or symbolic display (e.g.
another major architectural feature where symbolism could be used to bolster the
status and power associations of the Crown). It is interesting to note, however, thal
when Edward ('s finances took a turn for the worst and while his attentions were
focused elsewhere (Scotland), it was these extra gates which were left unfinished.
This might point to a lack of any real need for such a facility, or possibly even to
second thoughts about the advisability of multiple entrances to the castle,
particularly if they circumvented the protective town walls. In particular, at
Beaumaris the blocking of the Torthern Gatehouse entrance and the addition of a

)1 for ~ d.iscuuion of the wards' (unctional distinctions secJ. R. M~lhicu, 'A new int"'rpretation ofCa<:marfon
asUr:', Maiimzlliji-, 9 (lggS), 11-15·
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barbican in front of the Southern Gatehouse (which seems to have been built in the
early T4th century as an afterthought) might lend further support to the argument
that the castle's inhabitants reassessed the advisability of having a castle with too
manyentrances.S2

CONCLUSION

The overall approach adopted in this study has involved the use ofa number
ofspatial analytical approaches on the architectural remains offour castles. Feature
Analysis, employing a decision-tree, was used to determine the likely function of
each room in each of the castles. Access Analysis, employing access diagrams, was
used to determine the functional (both defensive and residential) organization of
each of the castles. Finally, a Comparative Analysis, employing a table, a
cumulative graph, access diagrams, and the castle Aoor plans, was used to note (a)
developmental trends in the design, construction, and intended use of the castles
and (b) differences between the design, construction, and use of the intended castle
structures and the castle structures as they were actually built.

The Comparative Analysis of the castles suggested that the first three that
were built (Conwy, Harlech and Caernarfon) may have been 'deficient' in terms of
the percentage of rooms performing certain functions. In comparison to these
three, Beaumaris may have been the ideal castle towards which the designer was
working. This ideal dedicated roughly 30% of its rooms to public functions, 25%
to private functions, 45% to accommodations, 30% to guardroom functions, about
15% to storage, and about 5% to chapel, kitchen and other very specific functions.
Overall, aU four castles seemed to be divided 50:50 in tenns of high-status rooms
and low·status, practical function rooms. Though at presem the significance of
these percemages remains in doubt, they may eventually highlight some significam
aspect of the use ofspace in these castles, particularly when future comparisons can
be made with other buildings that have been assessed in a similar manner.

The major developmental trends noted during the Comparative Analysis
were (I) a trend towards more defensively and residentially imegrated castles, (2) a
trend towards the accommodation of more potential households in the castles
(both in terms of the maximum number and the likely number), and (3) a trend
towards the more rational and/or efficiem organization of space within these
castles, seen especially in the consolidation of kitchen and chapel facilities, and the
increased defensive and residential integration.

The Comparative Analysis of the intended castles of Caernarfon and
Beaumaris with their actually built fonns revealed the following. Caernarfon would
have been better defensively integrated in its imended form (though not necessarily
more defensible) and it may have had a stronger functional distinction betw'een its
wards. Beaumaris would have been much more of a high-status residential
structure if it had been finished (rather than the garrison-like structure we have).
Its defensive integration would have been the same, however, its defensibility

~ Taylor (198&), op.cil. in nole 20, 12.
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would have been improved against attack along its curtain walls, but possibly
reduced against attacks aimed at its entrances.

Finally, the Comparative Analysis, in particular the assessment of the intended
residential organization of Beaumaris, would seem to contradict Michael
Thompson's subdivision of the four castles into two primary functional groups:
residences (Caernarfon and Comvy) and garrisons (Beaumaris and Harlech).s3
From the analysis presented above, the four castles seem clearly to have all been
intended as residences, rather than garrisons. Though their later usc, especially as
seen at the unfinished Beaumaris, was as garrisons, this should not lead us to
assume that their original intended function was as a garrison. Thompson's
functional distinction should therefore be discarded. In its place an appreciation of
the chronological development of the spatial organization of these castles should
be emphasized, particularly noting the minor importance played by the actual
fonnal plan of these castles in this improved spatial organization.

To conclude, the analyses employed and the interpretations suggested in this
study raise many new questions for further research. In particular, an assessment
of the usefulness of the Function Detennination Decision-Tree on other castles
would be interesting. Would the decision-tree need to be adapted for different
periods or places? Would it suggest new interpretations for rooms in some castles
or offer further confirmation of their functional interpretation?

A related question might focus on the percentage of functional room types
generated by the decision-tree for other castles. Do the trends noted over the time
period represented by these four castles (c. 1283-1300) correspond with long-term
trends? Or do these castles stand out as something unusual, possibly even the
representatives of a type of castle only produced by this particular master mason?
How do other castles compare in terms of their functional room type percentage?
Are all castles split evenly along high- and low-status lines?

Similarly, would the use of access diagrams on other castles result in a better
understanding oftheir spatial organization? Are the organizational trends identified
here typical ofwider trends in castle development or are these an aberration? Were
these castle designs truly innovative and cutting-edge, or were they simply a small
step in a long sequence of changes? Are these changes associated with the
rationalization ofspatial use or do they reflect other trends in medieval society (e.g.
increased social differentiation)?

The types of comparisons that could be made using the 'new ways of seeing'
illustrated here are numerous. My hope is that these new approaches will be more
widely adopted in the future analysis ofcastles (and other structures) and that even
more new approaches will be developed. J hope that this study has shown the
potential usefulness of employing these new methods on old castles, and thereby
making a case for the re-examination ofother old data sets through the lens of new
theories and methods.
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